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Details: Most Popular "Mixed" ChoiceMost Popular "Mixed" ChoiceMost Popular "Mixed" ChoiceMost Popular "Mixed" Choice

LED Type: LED Version - BEVELLED RANGE - LED Version - BEVELLED RANGE - LED Version - BEVELLED RANGE - LED Version - BEVELLED RANGE - (Cables gripping from within the LED Panel)

Window DisplaysWindow DisplaysWindow DisplaysWindow Displays

Left Side

A4 Portrait LED'sA4 Portrait LED'sA4 Portrait LED'sA4 Portrait LED's

Central Side

A3 Landscape LED'sA3 Landscape LED'sA3 Landscape LED'sA3 Landscape LED's

Right Side

A4 Portrait LED'sA4 Portrait LED'sA4 Portrait LED'sA4 Portrait LED's

Hence 3x Drops of LED's

Drop can contain 3 or 4

Popular:

1. Due to a high demand from clients that want a mixed display in their windows

2. We have designed a quick click-and-buy-package

3. This design is made using our "Bevelled Range of LED Panels"

4. When fully assembled, you will gain 3x drops of LED Panels - A4P on the left + A3L in the centre + A4P on the right

5. We even create orders of 3 LED's on each drop or 4x LED's on each drop

A3 Landscape Pockets: - W504mm x H382 / Cable Centres = W504mmW504mm x H382 / Cable Centres = W504mmW504mm x H382 / Cable Centres = W504mmW504mm x H382 / Cable Centres = W504mm What's Included - Option 1

A4 Portrait Pockets: - W258mm x H382mm / Cable centres = W295mmW258mm x H382mm / Cable centres = W295mmW258mm x H382mm / Cable centres = W295mmW258mm x H382mm / Cable centres = W295mm A4P + A3L + A4P LED's - 3x LED's on each drop

Each LED Pocket has a frame colour of = Black or Satin Silver Totalling 9 LED's for = 18x Property Adverts

Each A3LP Pocket is Double-Sided

What's Included - Option 2

DIY Fitting A4P + A3L + A4P LED's - 4x LED's on each drop

Please see page 2 Totalling 12 LED's for = 24x Property Adverts
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Section 1 = Do you have the space in you're windows?Do you have the space in you're windows?Do you have the space in you're windows?Do you have the space in you're windows?

Section 2 = Full Fitting InstructionsFull Fitting InstructionsFull Fitting InstructionsFull Fitting Instructions

Stop:

Will they fit in the window? If you find these Bevelled LED's will not fit

Always order the Compact version as they are not as wide!

First and most important step is - Will you're window allow for this display?

Let's assume you're window has a width of = W1600mmW1600mmW1600mmW1600mm

The A4P is W260mm + The A3L is = W470mm

Gap 100mm + A4P 295mm + Gap 150mm + A3L 504mm + Gap 150mm + A4P 295mm + Gap 100mm = W1594mm W1594mm W1594mm W1594mm 

This means - IF you're window is W1600mm - orororor - more - Then, this display = "WILL FIT""WILL FIT""WILL FIT""WILL FIT"

However; IF you're window is wider then, just widen the given gaps

Just remember - the bare minimum width of the central gaps, should be = W150mm

Full Fitting Instructions

1. The ceiling will take all the weight so, a very good anchor point is vitala very good anchor point is vitala very good anchor point is vitala very good anchor point is vital  - wooden beam is always best (NOT Metal)

2. Decide where the left cable needs to be fitted, now secure this firmly to the ceiling

3. Now measure the distance on the actual LED panel - let's assume its W295mm - Now secure the 2nd cable to your ceiling

4. Now secure the A4P LED's between the 2x cables, using the in-built LED Side Grippers, (best to leave a 50mm gap between them

5. Now cut off the excess cable lengths and secure to the floor area (don't assume the floor is level, take you're time)

6. Now allow a minimum gap of 150mm150mm150mm150mm before adding the central displays

6. Now repeat the process for the central A3L's but, remember the cables will be wider apart

7. Now repeat for the left drop for the A4P's

8. Now each drop (3) requires 3x transformers to power them up (these are supplied with the order)

9. These transformers are best placed in the ceiling area to avoid trip hazards etc

10. They also have a live and negative connectors which are added to each suspended cable (supplied)

11. Before turning on the power supply - Top tipTop tipTop tipTop tip - add a surge protector, for extra-peace-of-mind

12. Finally - Back-Lit Paper or Back-Lit Film will be required - we can help you with this - Call 01244 47090301244 47090301244 47090301244 470903
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